more capable and the contribution of so many individuals gets ever more refined. Discussion groups and mailing lists in medical subjects appear, grow and amalgamate or reform. The complexity and interlinking are more amazing every day.
This semi-anarchic but very dynamic quality of the internet is part of the excitement: its value now is great and its potential is enormous. Let us hope it does survive because, as this book ably shows, it is a fabulous source of information in specific areas. With CD included, it is a very cheap guide to the services so far: the information here is not to my knowledge collected anywhere else and any doctor's computer connected to the internet would be more useful if this book were alongside it. Buy now while it is still current! Simon Kay I well remember The World Through Blunted Sight when it was first published in 1970. I remember better still the lecture based on examples taken from the book and delivered in that wonderfully hesitant, enthusiastic way by the author, a consultant ophthalmologist at the Westminster Hospital and Moorfields. We were convinced by his theories, or were we? In his preface to the first edition Pat T-R admits that 'It is always rash for a scientist to venture from the solid shores of his exact science into such speculative waters. .'. Perhaps the scientists among us accepted the plausible theories, of distortion of sight resulting in different patterns of artistry, more than did artists themselves. When I knowledgeably informed a group of artist friends that the later hazy and red-dominated works of Turner were caused by his cataracts, I was told firmly that this was a development of his technique and was not in any way due to his blunted vision.
The book is stimulating to read. It covers the unfocused image with emphasis on myopia, common among the Impressionists who often despite having glasses preferred to paint undercorrected; hypermetropia seen in long-lived artists such as Rembrandt, Titian and Leonardo, and more controversially, astigmatism. The subject of colour is treated from its emergence in birds and higher primates; its effect on temperature; colour imaging in poetry and sound; the effect of colour on environment; the therapeutic use of colour, and colour in dreams. Non-perception of colour, as in colour blindness or cataract, leads to avoidance of bright colours in the former and a dominance of red in the latter. The squint, whilst having little direct influence on the artist's style, is there to be seen in many famous self portraits, such as those of Diirer and Guercino. Further chapters follow on encroachment on the field of vision by glaucoma, vitreous opacities (the shape of a bird with a long beak in the later paintings of Edvard Munch), damage to visual pathways by for example pituitary tumours, psychedelic art as induced by hallucinogenic drugs, and schizophrenic art which can produce fragmentation and reduplication of figures or simply achieve a bizarre and dream-like quality favoured by surrealists. Finally, we are offered discussions of total blindness, encompassing the psychology of art in the blind, and recovery of sight.
I have always looked upon this book as being T-R's indulgence and escape from many hours writing his textbooks of ophthalmology. A whole generation has now gone by since the first edition and it is very appropriate that Souvenir Press has produced a new edition to educate and enthuse not only the ophthalmologists and doctor artists, but I hope also artists and all who have an interest in art. Well illustrated and modestly priced, The World Through Blunted Sight will I am sure be a very acceptable present to many. I still feel, though, that it has to be accompanied by the lecture! Neil Weir 2 West Road, Guildford GUl 2AU, UK Cry of Pain: Understanding Suicide and Self-harm Mark Williams 257 pp Price £7.99 ISBN 0-14-025072-7 Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1997 Suicide is not a very common event, one death occurring every four to five years per general practice population, but health professionals and families estimate that for every person who commits suicide there will be six survivors 'strongly affected' by it. Deliberate self harm or parasuicide is much more common, with about 100 000 episodes known to health services each year, and perhaps a further 30 000 not known to services.
In Cry of Pain Mark Williams points to our own ambivalence towards suicide and deliberate self harm, describing the complex attitudes shifting over time and between cultures. (In the UK, as late as 1961 Parliament repealed the common law felony of self murder.) He sees
